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About This Game

STEEL STRIDER
Run & gun action from the makers of GIGANTIC ARMY, SATAZIUS, and Supercharged Robot VULKAISER!

Overview:

STEEL STRIDER is the follow up to the acclaimed GIGANTIC ARMY and pays homage to the great run and gun games such as
Turrican and Super Contra, but adds mouse / dual analogue stick-operated weapons!

It is the second half of the twentieth century. A long period of galaxy-wide conflict and turmoil is finally drawing to a close, but
skirmishes and large scale crime are still commonplace, some criminal operations possess personnel and armaments equivalent
to small armies. The official peace-keeping authorities are insufficiently equipped tackle these threats, and the galactic military

lacks the flexibility to effectively neutralize them.

There exists, however, a secret organization that secretly strives to preserve peace in the galaxy: ARGO EXPRESS. When
ARGO EXPRESS receives word of emergencies such as distress signals or major crime outbreaks, they dispatch a carrier ship

disguised as a freighter to rush to the scene and resolve the situation. STEEL STRIDER is the story of an ARGO EXPRESS
operative and Gemini-class MCR (Manned Combat Robot) pilot who troubleshoots emergencies in planets around the galaxy.

Features:

• 4 planets of intense mech-shooting action to clear!
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• Mid and end level bosses of gargantuan proportions to take down!
• Four difficulty modes from ‘Easy’ to ‘Insane’ to cater for all skill levels!

• 8 upgradeable weapons with which to mete out galactic justice!
• Jetpack to give your mech satisfying maneuverability and defensive options!

• Keyboard and mouse or dual analog stick controls!
• Achievements, online leader boards, trading cards, and more!

• Outstanding value: only $5.99!!

★★★ STEEL STRIDER ★★★★

Created by ASTRO PORT
ASTRO PORT is a three-man Japanese development team whose collective message to the world is, ‘This is how fun action
shooting games can be!” ASTRO PORT’s deep catalog of solid shooting games also includes Supercharged Robot Vulkaiser,

ARMED SEVEN, Witch-bot Meglilo, SATAZIUS, and GIGANTIC ARMY.

Localized & published by Nyu Media
Nyu Media, Ltd. is the world's leading localizer and publisher of independent Japanese video games. By combining high quality

localizations, broad distribution and accessible price points, Nyu Media enables global gamers to fully enjoy excellent indie
titles as well as support the indie game development in Japan.

For more information about Nyu Media and other quality Japanese indie games, visit or follow us at:
Homepage: http://www.nyu-media.com

Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/NyuMediaLtd
Twitter: @nyumedia
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This game is hot\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. With some work, i see this game on top. If i was just rating the game i'd
mash the "yes" button as hard as i could, but unfortunately the steam version was released very broken requring hunting down
fan patches and modifying game files to even work, and even then it's still really buggy. Then to add insult to injury, the steam
version is missing the end credits video when you beat the game.

Get the GOG version instead of the steam version, it installs and plays without modification and is the complete game.. Hmm...
I think it's same as tetris as usual but it has a music so I can beat the blocks that can be destroyed.
Well... my rating : 10\/10 (thumbs up).. Blood Angels are Red,
World Eaters are too.
I am Alpharius,
And now you can be too.. Love the art. Haven't tested it with friends yet, but gameplay seems simple enough. Chaotic when
there's a lot of people but that's the fun of it.
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This is the most reliable game recorder that I have ever used. I tried out several like FRAPS, Dxtory, Bandicam, and even free
ones like xfire. Out of every one that I've used this program was the best to use out of all of them. Fraps took too much memory
and didn't compress well. Dxtory was fantastic until certain games doesn't work well with it and renders it useless. Bandicam is
the closest to Playclaw, but playclaw beats it by just the simplicity and features it provides. I haven't encountered a problem with
playclaw since I got it. So long as this program is updated, it never will.. Pre customised not at all like the titles says! rip off.
With low expectations I was highly impressed. Mini games are fun and landscapes are decent quality. For that price one of my
best purchases.. This is one of those games that you either love or hate.. Love the dude. Easy combos, and very scary to fight
against.. great action, purchased tanya range attacker, worth the $5. glad to support this developer.. Found this gem by accident.
But its really a great ode to the movies and the actors. Game is funny and entertaining. It stays true to the movies. But also the
developers made a good and unique twist on it. The characteristic moves, music/sounds, envoirnment are all there in the game.
The game can be hard at some points, it ussually is by missing the specific trick for it. So it's really your own fault :-) But
nothing impossible. Only few bugs encounterd. But nothing of a buzzkill.

Well done to all that are involved of the making this game!

A online coop mode in the future would be a nice addition. But there are already some solutions for that.. This is a perfectly
decent game. The gameplay is just nuanced enough to be fun; there are only two weapons and one power-up; however, they're
flying around the screen at every moment, and no two races are quite the same. Apparently, this was a top iOS app; I could see it
as being pretty excellent for a mobile racing game. However, myriad "port-problems" do exist; sometimes, the cars pull a little
bit to the left or right, and I'm not completely certain why that may be. The cars are WAY too expensive to unlock (expect 1-2
hours of gameplay PER vehicle), and every single one of them seems to have the exact same stats. Also, modifying your vehicle
in ANY WAY requires 4-5 hours of gameplay; absolutely ludicrous for a new color, or new tire skin.

I wouldn't recommend this game at full price. However, if you're getting a bundle of 7-8 games for $2.00? If you're interested at
all in racing, I'd say this is worth a solid 1-2 hours of mildly amusing gameplay. It's definitely a good bundle toy.

Cheers!. It did look promising, but it was so bad I had to make a refund for this. It`s cool with english in a russian accent, but the
voice actors are so bad. The game itself and its mechanics consists of purely bad quality.. It won't start up. Seems like to me
devs want the money but don't want you to play it. play 2 instead! Thumbs Down.
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